FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Sindup has selected Sirius by MyScienceWork for the enhancement of their
strategic watch platform
Paris, 09th July 2019. MyScienceWork is pleased to announce that Sirius - our
multidisciplinary scientific and technological watch service, has recently integrated
premium sources of Sidnup - the strategic and competitive intelligence platform.

by

Sirius gives meaning to the scientific data. Created in 2016 by MyScienceWork, Sirius is built
on one of the most important databases of publications and patents in the world.
As a multidisciplinary scientific and technological watch, Sirius simplifies and turns professional
the scientific watch by integrating it in user’s information system. Objective? Keep user stay
informed in real time about the latest trends in innovation and research in their fields of work
such as health, physics, biology, engineer, human science…
How does it work? Sirius analyzes more than 90 million scientific publications, 12 million
american and european patents, 22 million authors and also 4,000 scientific publishers to offer:
● Global and multidisciplinary quantitative analysis
● Redirection to full-text source content
● Tailor-made offer to all size companies
● Multilingual, national & international content
● Additional sources on demand
Strategic and competitive intelligence platform. Nowadays, innovation watch is tranverselly
generalized in a wide range of companies demanding integration of technology dimension
which is no more limited in R&D services. Only remain of scientific publications and patents are
barely integrated. Its consultation requires to be fell back on specialized tools built
well-informed researchers. In integrating these sources of great added value into a
collaborative approach, Sindup - the strategic and competitive intelligence platform - facilitates
both the access on information and the analysis in managing easily the collaboration between
different internal departments in a company.

A multidisciplinary and international coverage:
● Publications type: review articles, pre-print, conference proceedings, posters, piece of
work…
● Thematic coverage: All the different fields in scientific, technical and medical sectors.
● Geographic coverage: worldwide
● Major language coverage: english, french, spanish, german, portuguese, chinese, korean,
japanese…
● Sources: more than 600 from institutional and thematic database, publishers’ and
researchers’ database
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Source examples: Medline, Pubmed, arXiv, Springer, De Gruyter, Karger, Cairn,
EDP Sciences, Nasa Technical Reports Server, eScholarship University of California,
Caltech Authors, Online Research Database in Technology, HAL,…

About Sindup
As a strategic and competitive intelligence platform, Sindup delivers personalised in-company
training courses for both decision-makers and intelligence analysts and well as training
students in competitive intelligence. efficient, reliable and scalable, Sindup’s flexibility allows to
adapt to the needs of both small and big businesses.
About MyScienceWork
MyScienceWork provides communication services and develop tools that help researchers and
their institutions to identify, manage, analyze, promote and disseminate scholarly outputs
toward research stakeholders. MyScienceWork's comprehensive database includes more than
70 million scientific publications and 12 million patents.
More information about our solution Sirius: https://www.mysciencework.com/sirius
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